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Abstract
The point availability is the probability that a system is available at time t. As grids need a lot of resources
to be really operational, the evolution of their availability with time or depending on a maintenance process
is a hot topic. But as grids contain a lot of resources, it is quite diﬃcult to model and solve this problem.
Here we advocate a component based description which is associated to a tensor based numerical approach.
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1 Introduction
Grid computing can oﬀer a high performance computing environment but can also
suﬀer from severe overheads introduced by unreliable infrastructure, low perform-
ance middleware and cross domain connectivity. Grid computing systems are diﬀer-
ent from conventional distributed computing systems by their focus on large-scale
resource sharing, where processors and communication have signiﬁcant inﬂuence on
reliability [7]. Thus, the performance and reliability analysis of grids may have a
high impact on these new computing environments which are becoming more and
more frequent nowadays.
Reliability and dependability analysis of grids may use state-based (typically
Markov chains) and non-state-based models. Non-state-based techniques such as
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Reliability Block Diagrams or Fault Trees [2] mainly rely on independence assump-
tions between components. Such assumptions are not usually true for grids where
not only faults and errors, but also repairs are dependent. Markov chains have been
used for a long time to model availability, performability and dependability of com-
plex networks and computer systems. However, this approach suﬀers initially from
two important drawbacks. First, it is diﬃcult to obtain the states, the transitions
and the probabilities from the description and the speciﬁcations of the system. But
the second problem is even tricky. It is really diﬃcult to obtain the analytical solu-
tion for the steady-state or the transient distribution of the chain. The memory
space requirements and the time complexity are often too important to solve the
chain for real problems [17].
Here we are interested in the point availability A(t) which is deﬁned as the
summation of elementary reward functions r(i) on the transient distribution π(t),
i.e., A(t) =
∑
i r(i)πi(t), where r(i) is 1 when the system is UP and 0 when it is
DOWN. Thus the numerical computation is mainly the computation of the transient
distribution and the summation of the elementary rewards r(i) to obtain A(t).
Steady-state availability, i.e., the limit of A(t) when t goes to inﬁnity, can be
computed for very large systems because it relies on the numerical analysis of steady-
state distribution and very eﬃcient techniques are known [6]. Point availability is
much harder. The algorithms are simpler to write but the number of iterations
may be very important and the size of the Markov chain has a large impact on the
feasibility of the analysis.
Modelling a grid platform such as Grid’5000 is a diﬃcult task. A grid needs
a large number of disks, CPUs and network links to be fully operational. The
Markov Chain to describe all these resources usually has an extremely large state
space that we cannot be handled even in a sparse format. Unfortunately, it is not
easy to simplify such huge state space since the rewards functions take into account
the whole description of the resources. However, a point availability analysis can
be achieved as we show in this paper. Typically we will deﬁne an operational state
as a state where more than X% (X will be called later threshold) of the CPUs are
available and interconnected by the network. The typical results we can extract
from such a transient analysis is of the following type: given an initial state (which
is operational but including some failed components) we can observe the evolution
of the grid under diﬀerent repair policies, and thus compare these policies. A deeper
investigation would allow to choose, for a given initial state, the best repair policy
for the grid.
Stochastic Automata Networks is one of the many high level formalisms which
have been designed to overcome the state space explosion problem using a tensor
representation of the chain. Instead of storing the chain as a sparse matrix, it is
possible to derive from the speciﬁcations some small matrices which are used to
build the transition matrix of the chain [14]. Also, computation can be handled on
the reachability states space, which may be much smaller than the potential states
space [1].
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Many high level formalism such as Petri nets and Stochastic Process Algebra
are now able to store the transition matrix Q of a chain in a tensor form [11,13].
However, new methods have to be derived to take advantage of this tensor rep-
resentation [12,16] and they may be more complex than simple algorithms based
on sparse matrix representation. Typically the algorithms [9,10,15] to compute the
point availability are based on the uniformization of the continuous time Markov
chain to control the truncation error and on a (vector matrix vector) multiplication.
Here we advocate tensor representation of the chain as an interesting alternative to
obtain, store and analyze the chain and the point availability of systems. Using new
version of classic algorithms tailored for tensor representation (implemented in the
last version of PEPS [4]), we are able to analyze the grid point availability problem
we want to cope with.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to a brief introduction
to SAN modelling. A grid model and a study case are presented in Section 3 and
4. The numerical results are reported in Section 5.
2 SAN Formalism
Stochastic Automata Networks (SAN) is a structured Markovian formalism, i.e.,
it describes continuous-time Markovian models not as a ﬂat system, but as a struc-
tured (modular and organized) collection of subsystems. The basic modeling prin-
ciple of SAN is to describe a whole system by a collection of subsystems with
an independent behavior and occasional interdependencies. Each subsystem is de-
scribed as a stochastic automaton, i.e., an automaton in which the transitions are
labeled with probabilistic and timing information. Hence, one can always build a
continuous-time stochastic process related to SAN [17,5].
The global state of a SAN model is deﬁned by the cartesian product of the
local states of all automata. There are two types of events that change the global
state: local and synchronizing events. Local events change the SAN global state
passing from a global state to another that diﬀers only by one local state. Syn-
chronizing events can change simultaneously more than one local state, i.e., two or
more automata can change their local states simultaneously. In other words, the oc-
currence of a synchronizing event forces all concerned automata to ﬁre a transition
corresponding to this event.
Each event is represented by an identiﬁer and a rate of occurrence, which de-
scribes how often a given event will occur. Each transition may be ﬁred as result
of the occurrence of any number of events. In general, non-determinism among
possible diﬀerent events is dealt with according to Markovian behavior, i.e., any of
the events may occur and their occurrence rates deﬁne the relative frequency with
which each of them will occur. However, if, from a given local state, the occurrence
of a given event can lead to more than one state, then an additional routing prob-
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ability must be informed to each possible destination state. The absence of routing
probability is tolerated if only one transition can be ﬁred by an event from a given
local state.
The other possibility of interaction among automata is the use of functional
rates. Any event occurrence rate may be expressed by a constant value or a function
of the state of other automata. By contrast with synchronizing events, functional
rates are one-way interaction among automata, since it aﬀects only the automaton
where it appears.
0(1)
1(1)
e1e2
A(1)
e3
A(2)
0(2)
2(2) 1(2)
e2(π2)
e5
Type Event Rate
loc e1 f
syn e2 μ
loc e3 σ
loc e4 δ
loc e5 τ
e4 e2(π1)
f =
[(
st A(2) == 0(2)
)
∗ λ
]
+
[(
st A(2) == 2(2)
)
∗ γ
]
Figure 1. Example of a SAN model
Figure 1 presents a SAN model with two automata, one synchronizing event
(e2) with a constant rate, and four local events, being three with constant rates (e3,
e4 and e5) and one with a functional rate (e1). In this model the rate of the event
e1 is a functional rate f semantically explained below, and described inside Figure 1
using the SAN notation. The interpretation of such a function can be viewed as the
evaluation of an expression of non-typed programming languages, e.g., C language,
where each comparison is evaluated to value 1 (true) or value 0 (false).
f =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
λ if automaton A(2) is in the state 0(2)
0 if automaton A(2) is in the state 1(2)
γ if automaton A(2) is in the state 2(2)
The ﬁring of the transition from states 0(1) to 1(1) occurs with rate λ if automaton
A(2) is in state 0(2), or γ if automaton A(2) is in state 2(2). If automaton A(2) is in
state 1(2), the transition from states 0(1) to 1(1) does not occur (rate equal to 0). It
is important to observe that the use of functions allows a compact and ﬂexible way
to describe in one single event (local or synchronized) alternative behaviors [5].
Figure 2 shows the equivalent Markov chain model of the SAN model in Figure
1. Assuming the state 0(1)0(2) is an initial state, only 5 of the 6 states in this Markov
chain model are reachable. In order to express the reachable global states of a SAN
model, it is possible to deﬁne a (reachability) function. The reachable states could
also be computed by analyzing all possible ﬁring sequences, starting from a given
reachable initial state. For the model in Figure 1, the reachability function excludes
the global state 1(1)1(2), thus:
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Figure 2. Equivalent Markov chain model of the SAN model in Figure 1
Reachability = !
[(
st A(1) == 1(1)
)
&&
(
st A(2) == 1(2)
)]
One of greatest advantages of the SAN formalism in comparison with straight-
forward Markov chain, and even other structured formalism is to have since its ﬁrst
deﬁnition [14] a compact form to store the inﬁnitesimal generator of the equival-
ent Markov chain. Instead of storing an (usually) huge matrix, the SAN formal-
ism deﬁnes a storage based on a tensor formula of considerably smaller matrices.
Tensor, or Kronecker, algebra [8,12] is deﬁned as a set of multi-dimensional struc-
tures (tensors) and algebraic operations. It usually allows the very compact de-
scription of quite large and complex matrices. Also, computation can be handled
without ever generating extensively the equivalent Markov chain.
3 SAN Model for Grid Platforms
This section presents a possible description of a grid platform using SAN. Basically,
a grid platform is composed of a set of interconnected sites. Each site provides some
CPUs. We propose in this paper a simple way to model a grid platform composed
of S sites and L connections using only two kinds of generic automata. The ﬁrst
kind of automaton represents the sites of the grid. This kind of automaton is called
site automaton. The second kind of automaton, called link automaton, represents
the direct connections between two sites, i.e., each link automaton models a direct
connection.
The Site(i) automaton (Figure 3) describes the number of CPUs (N (i)) provided
by the ith site.
Each state represents the number of UP CPUs in the site (N (i) represents all
CPUs UP and 0 none CPU UP). The event fpi models a CPU failure and the
event rpi models CPU repairs in the site i. CPU failure event fpi is independent
and it has constant rate (λi). CPU repair event rpi has functional rate μi.fi that
depends on the global state of the grid. The rate μi represents the eﬀective rate to
repair a CPU (the inverse of the time to repair it), while the function fi models the
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rpirpi
fpifpi
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fpi
1
fpi
Site(i)
N (i)N
(i)-1
Type Event Rate
loc fpi λi
loc rpi μi.fi
Figure 3. Generic site automaton
grid state dependence. The function fi associated to the repairing rate allows us to
model diﬀerent repair behaviors, like priority repair ordering. This feature will be
shown in the case study of Section 4 where diﬀerent functions are used to change
the repair service policies. Here we use speciﬁcally the ability of SAN formalism
to model dependencies among components using functions. Typically, function fi
which determines rates of automaton Site(i) has as argument the current state of
automata Link(l) which are connected to this site.
The Link(l) automaton (Figure 4) describes the state of a site-to-site connection.
A link automaton has only two states: up and down.
The event dlinkl characterizes a failure of the l
th link. This event occurs inde-
pendently of the state of the site and has a constant rate γl. In contrast, the event
ulinkl characterizes a repair of the l
th link and, it depends on the network state and
has a functional rate βl.gl. Once again, βl deﬁnes the inverse of the time spent to
repair the connection l and the function gl models the grid state dependence and
repair priority. The events dlinkl and ulinkl characterize a simple failure and repair
of a connection. However, a second kind of failure/repair can occur. This kind of
failure/repair is a local network failure/repair. In this case, all connections of a
site become down. Analogously, when the local network is repaired, all connections
return to up. Local network failures are modeled by synchronized events dsitei and
the corresponding repairs by events usitei. The events dsitei have constant rate τi.
The repairing events usitei are also dependent of the grid state and have functions
rates ρi.pi.
up
down
Link(l)
usitei
ulinkl
usitej
dlinkl
dsitei
dsitej
Type Event Rate Type Event Rate
loc dlinkl γl loc ulinkl βl.gl
syn dsitei τi syn usitei ρi.pi
syn dsitej τj syn usitej ρj .pj
Figure 4. Generic link automaton
If a simple connection failure occurs (event dlinkl) the site can still be accessible
by others connections, if it exists at least one connection in state up. Otherwise,
i.e., if a local network failure occurs (dsitei) the site CPUs are inaccessible to all
other sites.
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4 Case Study: Grid’5000
Grid’5000 project is a highly reconﬁgurable, controllable and monitorable experi-
mental platform dedicated to grid research. This project proposes the creation of a
platform with 5000 CPUs as an experimental testbed for research community [3].
Grid’5000 is geographically distributed over 9 sites in France (Bordeaux, Gren-
oble, Lille, Lyon, Nancy, Orsay, Rennes, Sophia-Antipolis, and Toulouse). Each
site (local platform) provides at least one cluster with 100 or more nodes, where
2/3 are dual CPUs. Each site is connected with at least two others sites by the
RENATER Education and Research Networks with 10GB/s links. Figure 5 shows
the sites connections network.
Figure 5. Grid’5000 Site Connections
4.1 Proposed Model
To validate the ideas proposed in Section 3, we modelled the Grid’5000 platform
using SAN formalism. Unfortunately, the whole model including all Grid’5000 sites
(9 automata) and all direct connections (15 automata) results in a Markov chain
with a product space state of 1.3× 1022 states, which is not practically solvable (in
this model, all states are reachable).
However, some Grid’5000 characteristics can be explored to reduce the prob-
lem size without compromising the performance indices accuracy. An important
characteristic to be explored is the redundant connections, e.g., two or more direct
physical connections to link two sites. This redundancy results in an insigniﬁcant
failure probability. In fact, this Grid’5000 characteristic allows us to consider a set
of sites like one grouped secure site and ignore the internal secure site connections.
Applying this grouping procedure for Grid’5000 platform, we can transform 9
physical sites in 4 secure sites and reduce the number of connections to 9 connections
between secure sites. The 4 secure sites are: OLR composed by Orsay, Lille, and
Rennes with 1406 CPUs; LGS composed by Lyon, Grenoble, and Sophia-Antipolis
with 886 CPUs; TB for Toulouse and Bordeaux with 700 CPUs; and Nancy com-
posed by just one site, Nancy, with 334 CPUs. These numbers of CPUs in each site
are valid at the date January, 25th, 2008.
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After grouping a set of sites in only one secure site, some connections become
redundant too, i.e., the connections between Orsay-Lyon, Rennes-Lyon, and Lille-
Lyon. These connections can be grouped in only one connection with a reduced
failure rate. A grouped connection failure rate is easily computed by the combina-
tion of individual connections failure rates. This procedure reduces the number of
direct connections to 5.
Another reduction can be applied based on clusters characteristics. We can
assume that processors are assembled in groups, and the CPUs failures occur by
blocks. This assumption is very reasonable, especially if we consider that many
CPUs are inside a same physical machine. We consider in our model blocks of 32
CPUs.
Applying all reductions, the ﬁnal model has 4 site automata (OLR, LGS, TB,
and Nancy) and 5 link automata (OLR−LGS, OLR−TB, OLR−Nancy, LGS−
TB, and LGS−Nancy) and the model drops to the reasonable size of 9×106 states.
To test diﬀerent scenarios, we assume some constraints. We have one local
repairman per site and a global repairman. The local repairman is in charge of
repairing the local CPUs and the local network failures. The global repairman is in
charge of repairing site-to-site connections.
Keeping in mind these constraints, we propose three diﬀerent basic conﬁgura-
tions for the Grid’5000 platform. The ﬁrst two conﬁgurations (Sections 4.1.1 and
4.1.2) use exactly the same grid platform but with diﬀerent repair service policies.
These diﬀerent repair policies are modeled by functions associated to the repair
events. The third conﬁguration (Section 4.1.3) is a variation of the ﬁrst one consid-
ering less repairing options.
4.1.1 Local Network Priority
In the ﬁrst conﬁguration, the local connection repairs have priority over CPU local
repairs. No CPU repairs are executed if there exists a local network failure. This
priority rule is modelled using the functions associated with the site’s CPU repair
service. In our model, we have the functions fOLR, fLGS, fTB , and fNancy associ-
ated, respectively, to the repair events in OLR, LGS, TB, and Nancy automata
sites. These functions are described below:
fOLR = ((st OLR−LGS == up) || (st OLR−TB == up) || (st OLR−Nancy == up))
fLGS = ((st OLR−LGS == up) || (st LGS−TB == up) || (st LGS−Nancy == up))
fTB = ((st OLR− TB == up) || (st LGS − TB == up))
fNancy = ((st OLR−Nancy == up) || (st LGS −Nancy == up))
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These functions return 0 or 1. Thus they enable (or not) the repair event.
According to the repair policy, a function of the site i (i = OLR,LGS, TB,Nancy)
is equal to 0 only when all connections of this site are down.
In this conﬁguration, all functions pi associated to the usitei events are constant
and equal to 1 because the local network repairs have priority over CPUs repairs.
Then, no restriction is imposed to the usitei events occurrence.
We assume no repair priority rules among the site-to-site connections. However,
the repair rate depends on the number of down connections: the repairman time is
shared among all down connections. To model this behavior, we multiply the repair
rates by the function:
gl =
1
nb [OLR− LGS..LGS −Nancy] down
This function computes the inverse of the number of connections in state down.
4.1.2 Connections Priority
The second conﬁguration keeps the local network repair priority over CPU repair
and additionally, a priority order for site-to-site connection repairs is included, i.e.,
if two connections are down, the repairs are executed in a predeﬁned order. In this
conﬁguration, the decreasing priority order is OLR − LGS, OLR − TB, OLR −
Nancy, LGS−TB, and LGS−Nancy. To model this priority policy, we associate
to each connection repair event a priority function (gl). The priority functions must
analyze the current state of all components having higher priority connections.
These priority functions return 1 if the state of all highest priority connections
are up, 0 otherwise. For instance, the function associated to the second priority
connection (OLR − TB) must analyze the ﬁrst priority connection state (OLR −
LGS) 2 . This function is expressed by:
gOLR−TB = (st OLR− LGS == up)
The others priority functions are:
gOLR−LGS = 1
gOLR−Nancy = (st OLR− LGS == up) && (st OLR− TB == up)
gLGS−TB = (st OLR− LGS == up) && (st OLR− TB == up) &&
(st OLR−Nancy == up)
2 The highest priority has the priority function equal to 1.
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gLGS−Nancy = (st OLR− LGS == up) && (st OLR− TB == up) &&
(st OLR−Nancy == up) && (st LGS − TB == up)
4.1.3 Degraded Local Network Priority
The third conﬁguration is based on the ﬁrst conﬁguration (Local Network Priority).
Nevertheless, in this new conﬁguration, we remove one site-to-site connection. This
degradation in the model aims at modelling a long repair service, i.e., a physical
cable replacement. To model this situation, the connection between OLR and LGS
was removed. This conﬁguration allows us to test the point availability of the
Grid’5000 platform during a long repair service.
5 Grid’5000 Point Availability
In the previous section, we presented three basic conﬁgurations modelling Grid’5000
availability. These conﬁgurations were solved using PEPS tool. Table 1 shows the
failure and repair rates. They are expressed as rates of failures/repairs per day.
CPU failure/repair rates
Site failure repair
OLR 0.14 2.0
LGS 0.15 2.0
TB 0.13 2.0
Nancy 0.16 2.0
Connections failure/repair rates
Connection failure repair
OLR-LGS 0.015 1.0
OLR-TB 0.014 1.0
OLR-Nancy 0.013 1.0
LGS-TB 0.016 1.0
LGS-Nancy 0.014 1.0
Local network failure/repair rates
Site failure repair
OLR 0.030 2.0
LGS 0.029 2.0
TB 0.030 2.0
Nancy 0.031 2.0
Table 1
Rates for the Grid’5000 SAN model
To test diﬀerent situations, we computed the point availability of the three
basic conﬁgurations presented above with three diﬀerent thresholds: for the less
demanding threshold, we need at least 55% of CPUs UP to consider the system
available. The second threshold was ﬁxed at 75% and the third one at 95%.
In our tests, we start with all CPUs UP but 2 connections down. The down
connections are OLR− TB and OLR−Nancy. Notice that for the Degraded Local
Network Priority conﬁguration, the connection OLR − LGS does not exist and,
in this case, the CPUs of OLR are not accessible at the beginning. This particular
initial conﬁguration, where the system is not fully operational, was chosen to better
analyze the performance of diﬀerent repair services. This analysis is not possible
when we start the tests with a fully operational system as no repair in needed. An
exhaustive analysis would require to perform this analysis for a set of “well-chosen”
such initial states.
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Figure 6. Grid’5000 Point Availability for diﬀerent thresholds
In Figure 6, the graphs show diﬀerent thresholds for each conﬁguration. We can
observe three diﬀerent behaviors. The ﬁrst one is observed with a low threshold
(55%). This behavior shows that, when the availability measure is not demanding
(here we measure the probability that more than 55% of the CPUs are available)
the 3 policies are equally eﬃcient.
Now let’s consider the behavior of the threshold 75% for all conﬁgurations: at
initial time, 2 connections are down and all CPUs are running. As time passes, these
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Figure 7. Grid’5000 Point Availability for diﬀerent conﬁgurations
curves show that the number of CPUs not available (either down or not reachable)
increases showing a degradation of the grid. For the threshold 95%, we observe the
same behavior as for 2 conﬁgurations, but a diﬀerent one for the “Degraded Local
Network Priority” conﬁguration. In this case, a down connection breaks the grid in
two disconnected parts, where no part is able to provide satisfactorily the system
demand even with a high number of UP CPUs. The demanding threshold of 95%
implies that the repair of the missing connections will provoke an increase of the
number of available CPUs. This phenomenon is visible for the threshold 95% and
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was not visible for the threshold 75%.
The graphs in Figure 7 allow to determine the best repair policy according
the system threshold requirement. “Degraded Local Network Priority” policy is
always the worst policy for all thresholds and it shows the importance of redundant
connections. For the threshold 55% the best repair policy is “Connections Priority”,
followed by “Local Network Priority”. However, for the threshold 75%, the best
policy is “Local Network Priority”, followed by “Connections Priority”. For the
95% threshold, “Local Network Priority” and “Connections Priority” have a very
close performance, and their lines are indistinguishable in the graph. This behavior
shows that, for high demanding threshold, these two repair policies are equivalent.
For this threshold, “Degraded Local Network Priority”, the bad results are explained
by the system conﬁguration where at time 0, we have a disconnected grid.
The measures extracted from the model can be used to determine the best
repair policy and consequently a better resource allocation facing a multiple failure
problem.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a simple technique to model a grid platform and to
extract some performance indices. Starting from a large grid platform, we could
build a tractable SAN model using only two kinds of generic automata and func-
tional rates, and thus provide performance indices on the Grid’5000 platform point
availability.
Section 5 shows point availability information for three basic conﬁguration mod-
els using diﬀerent thresholds. The goal of our tests was not to show a good or bad
Grid’5000 platform management but to test and compare diﬀerent scenarios. From
these we can expect that a well-parametrized model would provide a deep and
thorough analysis of the grid management options.
We advocate in this paper the use of a high level stochastic structured formalism
(SAN) as a quick and low cost mean to model and test various grid connections
with diﬀerent repair service policies. The use of SAN formalism and Generalized
Tensor Algebra (GTA) allows us to describe and solve quite eﬃciently large grid
platforms. To illustrate this point, the time spent to solve the models was 93.3
minutes (528 iterations) for the smallest and more rapidly solved model (“Degraded
Local Network Priority”) and up to 207.9 minutes (573 iterations) for the largest
model. Overall, the analysis of three grid conﬁgurations considering three diﬀerent
thresholds was performed in little more than a day (approx. 25.5 hours) running
the models with a Xeon 1.6GHz with 1GB of memory running Fedora Core 7.
As said before, this paper oﬀers some transient analysis based on point availab-
ility values. However, other performance indices can be extracted from the same
model in order to provide a powerful tool to predict availability of a rather complex
grid without interfering with the actual grid operation. A careful analysis of per-
formance indices of the proposed model may oﬀer unexpected solutions to possible
problems in the grid management and help to plan maintenance services with a
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more than just hints.
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